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Not another Sylow 2-subgroup classification! Nonetheless, it happens that 
this paper is needed to complete Stroth’s theorem on groups containing self- 
centralizing E,, subgroups [9], which is used to solve some difftcult standard 
form problems (eg., 141). The proof tries to be as painless as possible by just 
unravelling the conjugacy of one class of involutions to produce a “classical 
involution,” whereupon Aschbacher’s theorem [ 1 ] may be invoked. Without 
further ado, the main result is: 
THEOREM. Let H be a finite group, S E Syl,(H) and assume S is 
isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,(q), for some q = 3 (mod 4), and let 
(z) = Z(S); rhen C,(z) has a normal subgroup K whose Syfow 2-subgroups 
are quaternion or generalized quaternion with z E K. 
By Theorem 1 of [ 1 ] and inspection we obtain: 
COROLLARY. Let H be a finite group with F*(H) simple and a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of H isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L6(q), for some q = 3 
(mod 4); then F*(H) z L,(q,), qO I 3 (mod 4), or U,(q,), q. = 1 (mod 4). 
To describe a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,(q), let L = L,(q), q EE 3 (mod 4), let 
z be the image in L of 
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and u the image of 
a 0 
1 
a-’ 
t 1 
1 
1 
0 1 
in L, where ffz= (a), and let C = C,(z). Then C = (A Y B)(u), where A is 
the image in L of 
*E =2(q) 
I = 4 x 4 id. matrix 
B the image of 
1 0 
I( )I 
x E =4(B) 
0 x 1=2X2id.matrix A A B = (z). 
Moreover, IL :CI is odd so C contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. Let 
? = z.P-‘~* so I is the image of 
-1 0 
1 
-1 i 1 1 1 0 1 
in L, and let - denote passage to C/(z), t E S f Syl,(C) and note that S = 
((SnA)Y(SnB))(t). S ince d z L,(q) and A(t) z PGL,(q), S nA z D,,_, , 
SnA(t)zDD,,, where 2” 11 (q* - 1). To decide properties of B(t) we need 
only consider 4-dimensional (projective) matrix groups with t inducing 
on B and 
FZ(B). 
481:68!‘2-IO 
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By eigenvalues r +a tz so C,-(f) = C,(t) r SL,(q), whence Sylow 2-subgroups 
of Czi(f) are quasidihedral. Considering B(t) as the image of a 4 x 4 matrix 
group let 6E B be the image of 
F the image of 
and 3 the image of 
a 
a -1 
0 1 
in B(t), F,* = (a). One easily calculates (or see [8]) Cdb) = 
[(K,, YR,)(U, d)](F), where K,, is the image of 
K, is the image of 
] (L ;) ) ::2?;‘$. matrix/ ’ 
& n K, = (6), E, z SL,(q), e = K, . Let -V= ZI(~-‘~~ so p is the image of 
-1 0 
1 
i 1 
-1 
0 1 
in B and we may assume (2, J) E S n B(t). Thus (X, J, f> z D, and every 
involution in the coset (S)B)i is conjugate in S n B(f) to an involution in 
(S n K,K,)E since Icentralizes E, and induces a PGL-automorphism on E0 
(i.e., Sylow 2-subgroups of K,(t) are quasidihedral) it follows that every 
involution in (S n K,K,)F is conjugate under S n K,K, to i In summary, 
this proves every involution in (S)B)I is conjugate under S n B to i By a 
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previous remark this means Cd;) z QD,“,,, 2” 11 (q* - 1). Next, by [7] 
SnB=(B,xB,)(s3,whereB,~~,~D,.,~*=i,Bg=B,.By3.12of[7] 
i? has two classes of involutions, so one of these (represented by 6) is the 
image of bona tide involutions of B whereas any element r in B with Pin the 
other class satisfies r* = z. By Table I and 3.12 of [7], for each 2 E B with 
F0 an involution in B,, ri=z and (rob,)’ = 1, where (6,) = Z(B,). Now r 
normalizes B0 x g, (see, for example, Lemma 2( 1)) and as CD&&f) does not 
have a normal fourgroup, Z(B,)‘= Z(B, ); thus E0B3 = E,, X B’, so F,, ?i is an 
involution in B. Since z is not rooted in C,(t) z (z) x X,(q), (r,,rk)* = 1. 
Clearly for any x E A with 2 an involution in d, x2 = z. Thus in S ]xrO] = 2, 
1x1 = (xr,b,l= Ixr,rf)l= 4. 
Recapitulating and altering the notation slightly we have computed that if 
SE Syl,(L,(q)), then Z(S) z Z, and if H is any group with S E Syl,(H), 
then G = C,(Z(S))/Z(S) and T= S/Z(S) have the following properties: 
(1) T=(AxB)(l),A’=A,B’=B,t*=l, 
(2) A z Dpt, A(t) z D2m+,, m > 2, 
(3) B = (B, X B,)(s), B, s B, z DZn, n > m, s* = 1, B; = B,, 
(4) Bt has one class of involutions under the action of B and C,(r) g 
QD *II+1 3 
(5) for (a) = Z(A(t)), x, y involutions in A - (a), r,, an involution in B, 
and (b,) = Z(Bi), i = 0, 1: 
(9 a 7Lc xro, 
(ii) a +c rob,, 
(iii) -‘crO +J~ y, 
(iv) xrg b, +G xb, ) 
(VI a7LGr0rh. 
For the remainder of the paper G is a finite group with T E Syl,(G) such 
that (l)-(5) hold and the following additional notation will be fixed: 
Z(A(t)) = (a), Z(Bi) = (bi), i= 0, 1, b =bob,, T, =A x B, T, =A x 
B, X B,, A* = (a,b]a, is an involution in A - {a)). Note that A* 4 T, 
A* ZA, (a) = Z(A*(t)), and (l)-(4) are symmetrical in A, A*. Only 
Lemma 11 requires property (5) so all other arguments apply equally well 
to A* in place of A. 
The remainder of the paper concentrates on proving the following: 
THEOREM 1. If T, G are as above, then either A or A* is strongly 
involution closed in T with respect to G. 
Note that Theorem 1 implies the Main Theorem, for let H be a finite 
group with Sylow 2-subgroup S of type L,(q), q = 3 (mod 4), let 
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T= S/Z(S), G = C’,(Z(S))/Z(S), and assume A, E (A, A * ] is strongly 
involution closed in T with respect to G. By Corollary B4 of [3] Sylow 2- 
subgroups of K = (A:) are dihedral, quasidihedral, or of type U,(4); thus by 
the structure of T, A, E Syl,(K). Since for every involution ti, E A,, ti, is the 
image in T of an element a, of S with (a:) = Z(S), the preimage in S of A, 
is a quaternion or generalized quaternion group which contains Z(S). Thus 
K is as required to establish the Main Theorem. 
For the remainder of the paper G is a counterexample to Theorem 1 
chosen with IA 1 minimal. Clearly we may assume O(G) = 1. The proof 
proceeds in a sequence of lemmas. Property (5) is only used once towards 
the end and could probably be discarded with extra effort. 
LEMMA 1. Let X=X, x X, x X, with X, z DzI, X, 2 DzI, X, z D, and 
assume y is a non-trivial odd order automorphism of X. 
(1) Ij+2<r<e<f, then r=2, Iyl=3, X,=[X, ~]EZ~XZ,, and 
x=x,xx,xxj, 
(2) If3<r<e<f,thenr=e=f,IyJ=3,and(y)permutes{Z(X,), 
2(X,), Z(X,)} transitively. 
ProoJ (1) Proceed by induction on 1x1 and let Z = Z(X). 
If r > 2, Z 2 E, and, by induction, either y centralizes XfZ or 3 Y 2 Z 
with Y/Z = [X/Z, y] g Z, x Z,, X/Z z (Y/Z) X (X2 Z/Z) X (X3 Z/Z). In 
the former case, since 2 c 4(X), y centralizes X, a contradiction. In the latter 
case, since Y n X, x X, s Z, Y z D,, X Z,, where Z, = Z n X, x X, = 
Z n V-‘(X) z Z, x Z, and Z, admits y. But then y acts non-trivially on 
Y/Z, z &, contrary to r > 2. 
If r=2, ZzE,, and Z, = Z n X2 x X, = Zn X’ is a fourgroup 
admitting y. Let X0 be a y-stable complement to Z, in Z, so X,, is a 
fourgroup and X/X, z D,, x D,. One easily checks that y must centralize 
XIX,, as needed to establish (1). 
To prove (2), if y centralizes X’, it follows from (1) applied first to X/X{ 
and then to X/X; that y centralizes X, contrary to hypothesis; thus y acts 
non-trivially on Q,(X’) = Z(X,) x Z(X,) X Z(X,). For any normal non- 
abelian dihedral group D of X and i = 1,2,3, either D centralizes Xi or 
Z(D)G [D, Xi] EX~ ( w ence h Z(D) = Z(X,)). Applying this to D = q, 
i= 1, 2, 3, gives y permutes (Z(X,), Z(X,), Z(X,)) so X’ must be 
homocyclic and all parts of (2) hold. 
LEMMA 2. (1) If FcT and FzEE,,, FG T,; if FG T and FzE,,, 
FE TO; also T,, and T, are characteristic in T. 
(2) If IA ) > 4, T has exactly three conjugacy classes of subgroups 
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isomorphic to E,,; we may choose representatives F, , F,, F, of these such 
that NT(F,) 2 N,(F,) z D, x (D, I Z,), N7(F3) z D, x D, x D,. 
(3) If IA I= 4, T has exactly two conjugacy classes of subgroups 
isomorphic to E,,; we may choose representatives F,, F, of these such that 
NT(F,) 2 E, x (D, (’ Z,), N,(F,) = (A x R)(t), A(t) z D,, R(t) z D, I Z,. 
Proof: Since every involution in T - TO is conjugate in T to t and 
C,(t) = (0 x (a) x Qb+,, T,, contains every subgroup of T isomorphic to 
E,,. Similarly, every involution in T,, - T, is conjugate in T to a,~, for some 
a, E A and C,,(a, s) z Dzk x D,, x Z,, k E {2, m) so the second assertion of 
(1) holds. Because T,,, T, are generated by their elementary abelian 
subgroups of order 25, 26, respectively, the final assertion of (1) is true as 
well. 
To prove (2) and (3) let W,, W, be representatives of the two conjugacy 
classes of fourgroups in B,, so the classes of E,,-subgroups of B are 
represented by W, x wf , W, x Ws, W, x W;, W, X wf; note that s 
normalizes the first two groups and interchanges the latter two. 
If IA 1 > 4 and U is a fourgroup in A, NT(U) !G T,, and UJJ’ are represen- 
tatives of the two conjugacy classes of fourgroups in A. Thus 
F,=Ux W,X W;, F,=Ux W,x W;, and F,=Ux W,X UI; are 
representatives of the three conjugacy classes of EZa-subgroups of T with the 
requisite properties. 
IflA~=4,A~W,~~,A~W,~W~andAXW,~W~arerepresen- 
tatives of the T,,-classes of Eza-subgroups of T. Now by (1) t normalizes 
B,B, and since (b,, b,) = Z(B,B,) g T, whereas Cs(t) z QDzn+,. 
(b,, b,) @ C&h and so bh = b, . Thus as Bh g BOB,, BOB6 = B, x Bk; this 
proves t normalizes an elementary abelian subgroup F of BOB, of order 16 
and N=N BoB,JF) z D, (’ Z,. Assume F is in the class W, x W; or 
W, x Ws so, replacing s by a BOB,-conjugate, we may assume s normalizes 
F. Now C,(t) z (t) x D, and t is conjugate in N to every involution in 
N - B,B, . Since s normalizes B, B,(t) and hence N, tS E N - B, B, . Thus 
3 d E Nn B, B, with tsd = t, whence ) Cn,cs,(t): C,,,(t)/ = 2. By the structure of 
CAt)r G,,,(t) = (0 x Qv Q 2 D,, or QD,,-this is impossible because 
(t) x CJt) is a normal subgroup of (t) x Q of type E,. This proves F is not 
in the class W, X Wi or W, X WZ so, as with s, since t either normalizes a 
member of a BOB,-class of E,,-subgroups or does not normalize that class, 
and since t does normalize two classes, t must interchange the classes of 
W,xW;and W,xWs.ThusF,=AxW,~WfandF,=AxW,xWZ 
represent the T-classes and (3) follows. 
LEMMA 3. (1) The only G-fusion of elements of (a, b,, 6,) is b, - b, , 
ab,-ab,. 
(2) ZfaEZ(G),A=(a,a,)zE,,c=G/(a),then5,+T:5,6. 
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Proof: (1) Assume some other fusion occurs so for some x, 
yE(a,b,,b,)# and gEG, xg=y. Since (b,,b,)AT and Z(T’)=(u,b) 
either C,(x) E Syl,(C,(x)) or x & Z(T) but x is G-conjugate to some element 
X” of Z(T); in the latter case replace (x, y, g) by (x”, x, h), so in general we 
may assume C,(x) E Syl,(C,(x)), and, by Sylow’s Theorem, 
C = C,,-,(x) c T. Since 7!-’ c C and T, is generated by its E,,-subgroups, 
by Lemma 2 q-’ s T,, i.e., g E NG(T,). By Lemma 1 (NG(T,) : TC,(T,)I = 1 
or 3 with for every odd order element d of NJT,) - C,(T,), bff = b,, by = b, 
and ad f a (mod@,, 6,)). Both possibilities for NJT,) rule out the existence 
of such g, a contradiction. 
In (2), since ti, , 6E Z(T), if ti, - G 6,6 then ti! = 5, f?, for some g E N,(T) 
with ] g] odd. However, IZ(F)T)I = 4, E, & F but 6E F so every odd order 
element of N,(T) centralizes Z(q. 
LEMMA 4. (1) uGn Tc T,. 
(2) IfaEZ(G),A=( u,a,),thena~nT~T,and(u,b)GnT~T,. 
ProoJ: The argument is the same in both cases: let a, = a if (1) is being 
considered and a, E {a,, a, b) otherwise. 
Assume first 3 g E G with at E T - TO. Since aB, is conjugate in T to t, 
Q = C,(u:) = Q&a+,. Since C,(q) E Syl,(C,(a,)) by Sylow’s Theorem we 
may assume Qs-’ G T. Because T/T, = (T, t, Tp) v E,, #(Q”-‘) c T,; 
Z(Q) = (b) and b E #(Q> = ZZn-, , n)3, so bg-‘E (u,b,,b,). By Lemma3 
bg-’ = 6. But ai h agb in N maB(Q(G)> so ao - a, b, contrary to Lemma 3. 
Next assume ai E To - T,, for some g E G, let Q = C,(aB,) = Dzn, so 
C,&a~) = (a;) x Q x (C,(ug)) and C,(ui) - Dzk, k = 2 or m. Again we may 
assume C,O(ug)g-’ c T and since C,&z~) is generated by its &,-subgroups, 
C,o(a~)g-’ E To. As above, bg-’ = b and since (a:)‘~ = aB, b = (a0 b)g Lemma 3 
is again violated. 
LEMMA 5. Let Fi, i= 1, 2, 3 be as in Lemma 2(2) or (3); then Vi # j, 
FpGFj. 
Proof First observe that by Lemma 2(l) if D is any subgroup of T 
containing F,, then (Fp@‘) is a direct product of (possibly abelian) dihedral 
groups. 
Now if Fi N G F,, for some i, j, i # j, by Alperin’s Fusion Theorem 17.2.6 
of 51 3R E Syl,(G) with 
(i) FiER, 
(ii) N,(Tn R) E Syl,(N,(Tn R)), and 
(iii) Ff not conjugate in T to Fi, for some x E N,(Tn R). 
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L,& D = (FFtTm‘\R) ) so D = X, x X, x X,, X, dihedral. By Lemma 1 every 
odd order element y of N,(TnR) either normalizes Fi or 
X,zX,zX,zDD,,, k > 3 and ~7 induces a permutation of order 3 on 
{Z(X,), Z(X,), Z(X,)}; the latter case is impossible, however, because 
D s T, so Z(X,) c f2,(T,) E (a, b,, b,) an no such permutation is allowed d 
by Lemma 3. By property (ii) therefore we may assume x E T, which 
contradicts (iii). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If(Al>4, (a”nT)E {(u),A,A*}. 
Proof: Assume IA 1 > 4 and for some x E G, ax E T - A. Keep in mind 
that arguments deciding facts about A by symmetry work equally well to 
give corresponding facts about A*-we will exploit this phenomenon at the 
end of the proof. By Lemma 4 ax E T,, so let F c T, F g E,, with ax E F; 
over all such x, F choose, if possible F of type F, or F, (described in 
Lemma 2(2)). By Sylow’s Theorem we may further assume Fx-’ E T, whence 
Lemma 5 gives h E T such that Fx-’ = Fh; since uhx = ax E F-A we may 
replace x by hx to assume x E NC(F). Let N = N,(F), W= F n A, 
R=N,(W), Ri=N,,(BinF), i=O, 1, so RzR,zR,zDD,; let d be an 
involution in R - F, d, an involution in R, - F, i = 0, 1 and set 
N= N/C,(F). Note that by Lemma 5 TN E Syl,(N) and by Lemma 2(2), 
TnNrE,or E?xD,. 
Note that [F, d] = (a), [F, di] = (bi), that is, c?, &,, d, are F,-transvections 
on F; moreover, by inspection these are the only transvections in Tn N. By 
Lemma 3 azG b, or b, so dTn Tn N= (d}. By the Z*-Theorem [2] 
JO(I) E Z(N/O(@). If d centralizes O(I), dE Z(I), whence (a) = 
[F, a] 4 N, contrary to x E N. Since d is a transvection on F it follows that 
[O(m), a] = (7) g Z, and [F, y]= Y z Z, x Z,; furthermore, Y# = 
{a, a?, @) and since (u) 4 N, Y 4 N. Since x E N and ux @ A, Us t$ W. 
Now d! normalizes (7) and if 2, does not centralize (jr), [c&, Y} # 1 so 
bi E {a, uy, a”}, contrary to Lemma 3. This proves [Y; $1 = i, i = 0, 1. 
Write uF= a, r,,r, with a, E A, r0 E B,, r, E B,. Since [jr, d,] = i, ri E (bi), 
i = 0, 1. By Lemma 3 a, # 1. Since every E,s-subgroup of T, contains 
(6,, b,), uy lies in a subgroup of T, conjugate to F, or F,, so by our initial 
choice of F, NnTrD,x(D,{Z,) and 3sENnB such that B;=B,. 
Since F normalizes ( J$ some F,, E {sd, f) centralizes y. Thus a, rOrl = uf = 
u~~-u~~=u rGr% so either I~,,]=lr,]=2 or r,,=rl= 1; since uF& W, - I 0 1’ 
r. = b,, rl = b,. This proves uy = a, b and b’ = 6, for some a, E A - (a). 
Now A*(f) is transitive on the involutions in A* - (a) so A* E (a”). 
Assuming the lemma to be false, let x, E G with ax1 E T-A*. By the 
previous discussion applied to A*, 3y, E G with uyl = ufb, UT E A* - (a) 
and byI = b. But UT = u,b, for some u2 E A - (a), so uyl = a,. Since 
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a2 -A(f) a1 and a, = aYb = (ab)Y, a -G ab, contrary to Lemma 3. This 
establishes the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. IAl =4. 
Proof: Suppose ]A ] > 4 so since G is a counterexample to Theorem 1, 
neither A nor A* is strongly involution closed. Since all non-central 
involutions of A, resp. A* are conjugate in T, by Lemma 6 aG n T = {a}. By 
the Z*-Theorem [2] and O(G) = 1, a E Z(G). Let - denote passage to - - 
G/(a). Clearly 2, B, B,, B,, S; T satisfy properties (l)-(4). Let a,, E A with 
(&) = Z@(f)); then for every x E A and r E B with J? an involution in 
A - {a,,} and F2 = 1, xr is an involution and every element of the coset 
(a)xr = & is conjugate under A to XT. Thus properties (5iiib(5iv) hold. 
Also, every element of the coset tit, has order 4 in A, so (5i, ii, v) are true in 
G. But G was chosen with 1 A ] minimal and G is necessarily also a counterex- 
ample, whence the assumption 1 A ] > 4 must be false. 
For the remainder of the paper let Z = A X (b,, b,), so T, E Syl,(C,(Z)) 
and since NJT,) covers NG(Z)/CG(Z), by Lemma 1 IN&Z) : TC,(Z)I = 1 or 
3. If this index is 3, let P E Syl#Vo(Z)nN,(T,)); since all involutions in 
T - T, are conjugate in T to t, the coset T,st contains no involution, from 
which it follows that NG(Z)/CG(Z) has a normal 2-complement: 
PC,(Z)/C,(Z). Thus if ING(Z) : C,(Z)1 = 12, by Lemma 1 A, = [Z, P] is a 
fourgroup complementing (b,, b,) and, by the preceding remarks, A, 4 T, 
whence A, E {A, A*}. 
In order to study fusion (regardless of the value of IN,JZ) : TC,(Z)l) let 
FE T with F z Eza, so Z G F c T, by Lemma 2. Let N= N,(F), 
I= N/C,(F), R, = N,,(B, n F), di be an involution in Ri - F, i = 0, 1. 
Again by Lemma 5 Tn NE Syl,(N) and by Lemma 2(3) Tn Nz D,. Note 
that [P, T,] s F so P E N and P centralizes (&, a,). 
LEMMA 8. If fl has a normal 2-complement, then O(g) = (&,) X 
(X1) x K, where 2: = Xf = i, & inverts f0 and centralizes f,, d, inverts f, 
and centralizes x0, E = C,,,((&, 2,)) has order 1 or 3 and lKl= 3 o P = 
Pr z,. 
Proof: Since [F, di] = (b,), that is, di is ‘an IF,-transvection on F, i = 0, 1, 
it follows that [O(N), (si] = (ni) with $ = i, i = 0, 1; moreover, &, , d, do not 
invert a common element 2 of order 3, for otherwise [F, f] = (b,, b,), 
contrary to Lemma 3. Thus O(g) = (X0) x (5,) x i?. Since R acts on 
A x R, x R,, by Lemma 1 ]Kl = 1 or 3 and K normalizes Z. Thus since 
PGN, IRI=3oE=p. 
LEMMA 9. If N does not have a normal 2-complement, then F +G F,, 
w= n0 x O(N), where f10 = (d7) z C, or C,, O(R) has order 1 or 3 and 
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[0(@(=3oO(@=F; also,ifi@cfl, with TnNcli?andli;jSLC,, then 
ii? centralizes A x (b). 
Proof: Again note that !i induces an IF,-transvection on F and, by 
inspection, d?n (Tn N) = (d,, 6,}. Let N,, = (dT). Of the many ways to 
identify g0 perhaps the quickest is to invoke a Theorem of Higman 
[Theorem 3.3 of 61 which asserts that by the preceding fusion remark 
N,/O(flO) g PGL,(r), for some r E f 3 (mod 8). Since a0 is a transvection, if - - 
&, acts on an odd order subgroup E of N, then 1 [K, d,] I= 1 or 3. In PGL,(r) 
d, inverts an odd order subgroup of order +(r + 1) or $(r - 1) according to 
whether r = - 3 or +3 (mod 8), respectively; this forces r = 3 or 5. 
Moreover, since a,, inverts an element &O(N) of order 3 in N/O(N) and 
I [(x0, m>, 4J I = 3, 4J must centralize O(I). Since C,, E, have Schur 
multipliers of 2-power order, I= O(N) x Rr, as claimed. Again by Lemma 1 
1 O(fl)l = 1 or 3 and O(N) normalizes Z. Any odd order subgroup of N 
centralized by (d,, d,) by properties of ,!5,, ,?Y, lies in O(R), so 
O(N) # 1 o O(N) = E Finally, let Tn Nsli;jsN, with 1@-j2 C,, so 
a = (Jr) and O,(ff) = (2, d,d,), where u is an N conjugate of the 
involution d, d, . Since [F, d,d,] z Z, X Z,, u does not act freely on F, 
whence by Lemma 2(3), u E T,, (i.e., F is not of type F2). Thus 
c,((u; 44,)) =A x (b) an d since ii? acts on A X (b) with a,, centralizing it, 
M centralizes A x (b) as claimed. 
LEMMA 10. NG(Z) = K,(Z). 
Proof: Assume to the contrary 1 N,(Z) : TC,(Z)l = 3 and let A,, P be as 
above, so A: = ap. Since G is a counterexample, A, is not strongly closed so 
3g E G with a8 E T-A,. As in the proof of Lemma 6 we may pick such 
g E N,(F), for some F s T with F r E,,. By Lemmas 8 and 9, however, 
PC,(F) a N,(F) so g normalizes [F, P] = A,, a contradiction. 
Note that by Lemma 10 we may improve Lemma 8 to read O(N) = 
(X0) x (2,) and Lemma 9 to read N = flO. 
LEMMA 11. aGn T= {a}. 
Proof. If a is not isolated, as in the proof of Lemma 6 a is not central in 
N,(F), for some FL T, F z E,,; if possible, pick such F conjugate to F, 
(described in Lemma 2(3)). Adopt the notation preceding Lemma 8 and let 
A = (a, a,). 
Assume first fl does not have a normal 2-complement, so by Lemmas 9 
and 10 fig C, or X,; in fact, since a is not central in N, the final assertion 
of Lemma 9 gives fig E,. Let Tn N G tin N with i@zC,; thus 
N = (n, Cdd,)). By Lemma 9 ii? centralizes a so 3&, E C&,) of order 3 
with Y,, inverted by & and a’0 # a. Write a?0 = a2r,,r,, a, E A, r,, E B,, 
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r, E B,. Since [&, a,] = 1, r, E (6,). Since every involution in T, of type 
azrO or a,r,b, lies in a subgroup conjugate to F,, by choice F is conjugate 
to F, so N has a normal 2-complement by Lemma 9. 
Now adopt the additional notation of Lemma 8 for fl. Since O(I) does 
not centralize a, after possible relabelling afo # a. Write afo = azr,,r, , a2 E A, 
r. E B,, I, E B,. Since [fO, a,] = i, r, E (b,), whence again F is conjugate 
to F, . Since (s,, ci’, are the only transvections in T n N, for I an involution in 
TnN-(&,d,), $=d,, whence (Q’=(Y,)zZz,. Let Vi= [F,1,] so as 
& inverts “1. and d, is a transvection, Vi 2: Z, x Z,, bi E U,, i = 0, 1. Thus 
U = [F, O(N)] = U,, x U,, every involution U,, U U, is conjugate in N to b, 
and every involution in U - (U, U U,) is conjugate under O(m) to b. Let 
A, = C,(O(ZV)) so A, is a normal fourgroup in Tn N, A 1 c C,((d,, d,)) = 
Ax(b,,b,) and A,n(6,,6,)=1. Since a$A,, A,E{(ab,a,b,), 
(ab, Q, b,)} and since these two fourgroups are interchanged by s we may 
replace F by FS if necessary to assume A, = (ab, a,b,). 
If aa” = b,, a% = ab,, contrary to Lemma 3; thus 
u, = (aa,r&, b,), EE (0, 1). 
Note also that (au, robfO = au2 r,b;b, so r. E B, - (b,). 
If E = 0, by property (5i) a, E (a); then as au, rob, -Otm b,, alaa r. = 
a,&. aa,r,b,-a,b,.b,=a,, contrary to property (5iii). This proves 
&= 1. 
If au, = 1, r. -ocm b so aa,r,b,=aba,b,r,-aba,b,b=aa,b,, against 
property (5iv). If au, = a,, abr,rf,=(a,r,b,)(aa,rkb,)-b, so r,,ri-a, 
contrary to (5~). If aa, = au,, similarly abr, r: = (aal r,, b,)(a, r’i b,) - b, a 
contradiction. Finally, if au2 = a, a’~ = rob,, which violates property (5ii). 
This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we show either A or A* is strongly 
closed, which is the final contradiction. Since only properties (l)-(4) will be 
used in this argument, at the end we are entitled to exploit the symmetry 
between A and A*. 
Suppose A = (a, a,) and for some g E G, af E T-A. By Lemma 4(2) and 
Lemma 11 afE T,, so A x (a:) s F E T, with FE E,,. As usual, by 
Sylow’s Theorem and the fact that C,(a,) E Syl,(C,(a,)) by Lemma 5 we 
may assume g E N,(F) = N. If possible, pick F to be of type I;,. 
If fl does not have a normal 2-complement, by arguing exactly as in 
Lemma 11 there is an element Z,, of order 3 in N inverted by d,, and 
centralized by d, with a? & A. Write a? = aZrOr, , r,, E B,, r, E B, . Since 
[&,, a,] = i, r, E (b,) and since every involution of type a,r,b; lies in a 
conjugate of F,, by choice F is of type F,. Lemma 9 asserts N has a normal 
2-complement, a contradiction. 
Thus 1 has a normal 2-complement so we may adopt the notation of 
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Lemma 8. After possible relabelling, u? @ A. Write u? = aZrOrl ,a, E A, 
r,EB,, r,EB,. Since [&,, Zr] = i, r, E (b,) and again F - F,. Arguing 
exactly as in Lemma 11 one sees that A r = CF(O(N)) is a normal fourgroup 
in TnN, A,EC,((&,~,))=A x (b,,b,) and A,n(b,,b,)= 1. Now by 
Lemma 11 a E A, so as A, # A, A, = A*. This proves A * = C,(O’(N,(F))), 
for some F-G F,. 
By symmetry, either A* is strongly closed or A = C,(O’(N,(E))), for 
some E-G F,. Since G is a counterexample neither A nor A* is strongly 
closed. Since E wG F, A mGA*, which violates Lemma 3(2). This 
contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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